The `Wand of Health’
by Michael Davies

The `Chinese Wand
Exercises’ were brought
to the West in 1945
by Bruce L Johnston,
an American sailor on
shore leave in Shanghai.
After being taught by Dr
Cheng, a remarkable 93 year
old grandmaster, Johnson taught the art
himself in America for decades before
writing a book in 1977 (Chinese Wand
Exercise, William Morrow & Co). The
system is simple yet potent and involves
the manipulation of a pole 48-50 inches
long and about 1 inch thick, traditionally
made of bamboo. The practitioner
coordinates slow diaphragmatic breathing
with gentle, graduated, safe stretching
and strengthening exercises that
promote circulation and stimulate the
cardiovascular system to maintain health
and well-being. There are hundreds of
postures but Johnson presented 17
core exercises that are the basis of all
other variations.
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Each exercise has a beginning (Yin) and a
final (Yang) position which varies with each
individual’s physical condition and range of
movement. We progress to the `Yang’ position
using five gradual stages, each with its own
breathing cycle. Once the Yang position has
been reached we repeat the whole posture in its
entirety, the number of repetitions from Yin to
Yang being left up to the individual. Because
of this adaptable methodology, everyone no
matter what their physical condition, receives
great benefit.
Johnson stressed that the Chinese Wand was
the `oldest exercise in existence’. In one
newspaper article he claimed it originated
14,000 years ago! Although it is impossible
to say just how old the art really is, the legend
will be familiar to students of Chinese internal
arts. It is said to have been taught to one of
the early Emperors then passed down secretly
through generations. While claims of imperial
patronage are dubious in many cases, one can
imagine the Emperor and his family going
through daily Wand Exercise because they
are simple, easy to learn and require little
coordination or esoteric knowledge to master.
Graduated Stages
The five stages between Yin and Yang of
each exercise correspond to the five Chinese
elements in order of `mutual creation’. The
full sequence is; Beginning (Yin), Earth,
Metal, Water, Wood, Fire and Ending (Yang).
The splitting of postures into these stages is
ingenious because not only does it provided a
`goal’ to aim for rather than simply repeating
entire postures but also provides greater
benefit from breathing. This is because when
we reach the `Yang’ position we have already
completed several breathing cycles – one for
each element - gaining maximum breathing
benefit while minimising stress on the body.
Depending on the number of Yang repetitions
performed, the 17 Exercise can provide over
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200 breathing cycles for the whole routine. To
achieve a similar number of breathing cycles
performing the popular Qigong routine `Eight
Pieces of Brocade’ for example you would
have to repeat each posture about 20-40 times.
The graduated stages also ensures that muscles
are stretched safely and that each individual
progresses within their own capabilities.
An elderly person can practice alongside a
teenager, each performing the same posture at
their own pace (though their `Yang’ stages may
be quite different). Photo 1 shows the Yang
stage of the posture `Search for the Hatchet’
which is the ideal to aim for. But some people
will only be able to go as far as the position
shown in photo 2 which becomes their own
Yang position. Everyone takes five stages to
reach their personal Yang position.
Body Mechanics
Instead of the circular flowing movements we
are used to in Tai Chi and Qigong the simple
turning and bending is highly accessible to
those who find coordination difficult. It also
takes a radically different approach to the
`locked joints blocks Qi’ concept of Qigong.
The gentle locking and unlocking of limbs particularly the arms - represents change from
Yin to Yang and it is this opening and closing
that stimulates the flow of Qi. Nowhere is
this more evident than in the `Twisting Snake’
posture. In the final, Yang, stage, we begin
by holding the Wand at shoulder height and
at arms length in front of the body, elbows
locked. We inhale deeply as we unlock the
elbows and circle the right hand over the left
side of the head, behind the shoulder, bringing
it down close to the body to rest against the
buttocks, stretching the arms and locking the
elbows again. Hesitating for a moment at this
Yang position - holding the Wand between
forefinger and thumb - we then exhale
completely as we bring the left hand over the
right side of the head, back to the beginning
stage, locking elbows and reverting to the

standard grip (photos 3 – 7). The sequence is
then repeated with the left arm taking the lead
over the right shoulder.
Safe & Therapeutic
Many of the exercises are excellent at
loosening the hip joints and strengthening the
legs without putting undue stress on the knees.
The `Tiger Lunge’ involves stepping forwards
with alternate legs but leaning back so that the
weight is evenly distributed on both legs (there
is never weight on one leg only). We gradually
lower ourselves, step-by-step, through the five
stages until the rear knee is on the floor (photo
8).
Squatting can be good training for developing
leg strength but is unsuitable for those with
knee problems. The `Horse on a Tightrope’
posture is kinder on the knees. It consists of
a wide stance with the right foot turned to the
right and left foot turned to the left so that both
sets of toes are parallel with the shoulders.
The practitioner squats in stages, locking
and unlocking the knees, until reaching the
Yang position. This is an especially effective
exercise for improving balance and posture,
strengthening the legs and loosening the hip
joints (photo 9).
There are four standing exercises that require
locked knees while bending, which is a
surprise because conventional opinion says
locking may not be good for knee joints. Yet
because of the graduated stages the locked
knee methodology contributes to healthy
knees. I have had a problem with my left knee
all my life but practising the Wand System
has actually improved its condition and both
my knees have become much stronger. It
is undoubtedly an - intelligent method that
prevents injury in the knee-lock position such
as the `Bowing’ posture (photo 10 shows the
right side of the posture).
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The potent floor exercise targets the core
muscles (Transverse Abdominis, External
Obliques,
Internal
Obliques,
Rectus
Abdominis and Erector Spinae) and vastly
improves their ability to support the spine,
keep the body stable and balanced and reduce
back pain.
In the `Tailor’s Walk’ we move forwards
and backwards on buttocks and heels while
twisting the upper body and waist (photo 11).
With the `Panda Roll’ we assume an almost
foetal position on the ground and rock
backwards and forwards slowly using lower
abdominal muscles, gradually going from an
easy to more difficult position. Although this
posture may seem daunting and many people
may not be able to even lift their feet off the
ground at first, they can `try’; the act of trying
actually exercises the same muscles as `doing’
(photos 12-14).
A branch of Qigong?
The system is much more than a physical
exercise. It is clear from the instructions passed
to Johnson from Dr Cheng that the aim is to
stimulate the flow of Qi through meridians.
The movements strongly suggest stimulation
of the `Eight Extraordinary Channels’ and
Taoist Alchemy may be the philosophical
basis. The Wand helps re-circulate Qi around
the body to prevent it dissipating and there
is a particular focus in moving Qi from the
Perenium below the spine to the top of the
head (the Baihui meridian point). There is
also a surprising esoteric element; the Wand
grasped in a wide grip creates many pyramid
shapes, the `tips’ being meridian points in the
centre of the body which are stimulated by this
`pyramid of energy’ as we go through various
postures. The deep breathing along with Qi
circulation indicates a close relationship with
TCM and conventional Qigong and there is
certainly much scope for research in this area.
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Health Benefits
In common with other Chinese internal arts,
the movements are performed slowly and
no external strength is employed. We adopt
`Yang breath’ (deep diaphragmatic breathing)
and exhalation is longer than inhalation, so
ensuring toxins are cleared from the lungs.
The gentle stretching of limbs, bending of the
body and twisting of the spine are beneficial
to muscles, tendons, joints and internal
organs alike. Johnson had a list of `miracle
improvements’ his students experienced
with a wide range of medical problems. Yet
surprisingly we can also receive similar
benefits to more physical body-shaping
exercises and it is certainly possible to loose
weight, trim the waistline and reduce body fat
with these exercises.
Potential
The Wand system can be learnt easily and
relatively quickly by virtually anyone who
can follow simple instructions and may be a
better option for some people seeking health
benefits from Chinese internal arts but who
find learning forms difficult. It is an ideal
gentle cardiovascular exercise and conditioner
for the overweight, elderly and those with
mobility problems. If it really was devised
for the Chinese Imperial family who’s health
problems were likely to be caused by a lavish
sedentary lifestyle it is especially pertinent
for today’s `couch potato generation’. The 17
exercises are considered definitive (Johnson
was the only grandmaster known when he
wrote his book) and their methodical and
precise nature make them ideal for medical
research and invaluable for many types of
therapy.
With the health benefits working on many
levels it is hard to resist the temptation to
regard the Chinese Wand Exercises as being
a panacea for all ills. However, Dr Ch’eng
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warned not to change the sequence of the
exercises, leave out an exercise or `pic-n-mix
(only doing exercises we think will benefit us).
Completing the entire routine and performing
it in the specific sequence is integral to its
effectiveness; the formation of this beneficial
holistic routine from individual exercises was
the culmination of many generations.
In the mid-1970s the Chinese Wand Exercises
were poised to sweep America. As an
instructor and fitness consultant at Paramount
studios Johnson acquired celebrity students
such as James Coburn. He also served as
advisor and critique for The President’s
Council on Physical Fitness and was invited
onto TV talk shows.
Passionate about
promoting the system, he wanted to see it
practised in hospitals, nursing homes and
educational establishments. His eventual aim
was to take it back to China. Sadly Johnson’s
promotion activities became subdued in later
years. We can surmise from an interview in
1996 that his born again Christian beliefs were
increasingly at odds with Chinese Internal arts
and philosophy. But we should be eternally
indebted to him for championing what could
be another treasurer of China.
Further information:
Since setting up a website to promote the Chinese
Wand Exercises I’ve been contacted by long-term
practitioners in Canada, Chile and India. The most
exciting development is that people in China are
starting to take an interest after my video promotion
on Tudou.com (a Chinese version of Youtube).
Some Chinese are eager to learn the art and have
helped to define appropriate Chinese names for the
system to reflect its Chinese roots. So Johnson’s
dream of taking the Chinese Wand home to China
is very much alive.
Michael Davies is based in Watford and you can
visit his website at:
http://taichiinherts.com/
Chinese Wand Exercises:
http://mgpd.org/WAND/home.html
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